LEWIM - Portable & In
Motion Axle Weigher

Portable Axle Scale especially designed for fast and
accurate axle and gross weight of all types of vehicles,
from light vans to the heaviest multi-axle vehicles.
The system operates as Axle Weigher for Control purposes,
for the control of axle loads and overall loading of trucks,
and correct loading, which are necessary in order to protect
vehicles and roads and avoid fines or costly delays.
It allows the weighing of vehicle axles not only in common
Static Mode (axle by axle), but also in Weighing in Motion
(Dynamic Mode), which is much faster and effective. In
dynamic mode Weighing Accuracy is 1% at a vehicle speed
of 5km/h. Max allowable speed is up to 10 km/h (Weighing
accuracy 3%). Weighing capacity is up to 30 Tn per truck axle.
The standard system consists of two low profile weigh pads
and 16 (8 entry & 8 exit) levelling ramps and a suitcase with
an indicator and a ticket printer. For temporary installation
and operation in weighing-in-motion mode, the weigh pads
can be set up on a roadway surface and used in conjunction
with the levelling ramps. This ensures that all axles of
weighed vehicle are maintained at the same level
throughout the weighing operation. With its undemanding
installation requirements, LEWIM can be fully operational
within minutes.

Features

LEWIM is ideal for sites with space or access limitations and represents a cost
effective weighing system when budget is low.

Ideal weighing solution with minimum ownership costs.

Durable , solid construction.

Facilitates weighing operations by weighing vehicles on the
move.

Accurate, reliable and user friendly.

Contributes to safety, protection of roads from deterioration &
operational life of vehicles by checking individual axle loads.

Completely self contained to install and portable –
Comes with portable weigh pads, levelling grids
and with a suitcase with indicator and printer.

Ideal for large multi-axle and articulated vehicles.

OIML approved stainless steel load cells.
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LEWIM - Portable & In Motion Axle Weigher
Technical Specifications
Dimensions of weigh pads
Dimensions of ramps
Capacity
Dynamic weighing accuracy
Maximum Vehicle Speed for Weighing in
Motion
Max no of axles
Total_Shipping_Weight
(2xWeigh pads, 16xRamp matts)
Weigh Pad weight
Ramp matt weight
Load cell nominal value
No. of Load Cells
Certification

100cm x 50cm x 5cm
100cm x 400 cm x 5 cm
30 Tn per axle
From 20 kg (1%)
5km/h
Can be up to 10km/h (less accuracy)
20
620 kg
70 kg
30 kg
5 Tn
6 per axle pad
OIML R76

Application for surface mounted installation

Portable Digital Indicator
The indicator can be used for the weighing and printing out of the tickets. It comes into a portable suitcase (in a
water and dust proof housing) making it suitable for outdoor use. Possible connection with Laptop.
Display: 16 character, LCD, backlit display, 14.5mm digit
height
Keyboard: Pseudo-alphanumeric membrane keyboard
of 27 keys, with tactile feedback
Serial Communication: Standard RS232 for PC or printer
connection and RS232 / RS485 interface for remote
display or PC connection (with networking capability)
Digital I/O: 1 x digital input (programmable as tilt input
or to tare scale remotely or for other purposes), 2 x
digital outputs (programmable as set points or other
control outputs).
Axle weights are registered and transmitted
automatically.
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* WEIGHING TICKET * N:0
0001
DATE:25-05-10 TIME:10
:40:40
OPERATOR CODE:
VEHICLE REG.N:
------------------------AXLE:01 02000kg 1.2k
m/h
AXLE:02 02000kg 1.3k
m/h
AXLE:03 02000kg 1.2k
m/h
AXLE:04 02000kg 0.9k
m/h
--------------------------AXLES:04 08000kg 10:4
0:56

Sample Axle weighing ticket
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